Abstract: A WSNs(wireless sensor networks) secure strategy is presented by dividing sensing square into grids and utilizing a bilinear map methodology in this paper. Both ordinary sensor nodes and heterogeneous sensor nodes are dispersed in whole sensing area. All those sensor nodes establish their communication keys by employing a bilinear map. Analysis shows this scheme improves the WSN security, and has good network connectivity.
different grids. Analysis demonstrates that this scheme enhances the resilience of WSNs, and has good network connectivity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section two, the method to divide sensing square into grids and distribute sensors is presented. Section three gives the key systems based on identity. Performance analysis for WSNs is given in the section three. Setting up pairwise key based a bilinear map is in the section four. Section five gives the security and connectivity analysis. The conclusion of this paper is in section six.
Dividing sensing square and distributing sensors
The sensing area is a square expressed as S and both ordinary sensor nodes and heterogeneous sensor nodes are equally dispensed in S in this scheme. The sensing square in the WSNs is divided into 8 n × sections. In the Fig.1 , there are many concentric squares and the side length of the minimum square is r , the side length of the secondary minimum square is 2r , L , the side length of the largest square is nr . All those concentric squares are divided into 8 sections equally. The section 0010 OMM is expressed as (0,0) , the sector 1020 OMM is expressed as (0,1) , L , the sector 7000 OMM is expressed as (0,7) , the section 00011110 MMMM is expressed as (1,0) , the section 10112120 MMMM is expressed as (1,1) , L , the section 70710100 MMMM is expressed as (1,7) , L , the section
MMMM nnnn −−−− is expressed as (1,7) n − . Generally, sections are expressed as (,) pq .
We make an assumption that the area of the sector M n − Fig. 1 
Key systems based identity

Abilinear map
We make an assumption that 1 G is a cyclic additive group and 2 G is acyclic multiplicative group of the same primer order q . Suppose that
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: eGGG ×→ is a bilinear map. Then,
(2) ˆ(,) ePP is the generating element of 2 G for P , the generating element of 1 G . (1)60707(1) MMMM −− ,
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OMM be denoted as 7 (1) Therefore, a heterogeneous node hr η and a heterogeneous sensor node hr µ obtain the same shared key, and heterogeneous sensors not in the same grid but in the same concentric ring can obtain their shared keys. By the same way, heterogeneous sensors not in the same grid but in the same sector can obtain their shared keys.
The scheme performance analysis
The security analysis Two sensor nodes, u and v , in one certain grid share common key () uv kID = () vu kID . Those keys are obtained through using identities of sensors u and v and the elliptic curve discrete logarithm. Those identities in different grids are different. Therefor, if some nodes are captured, they can not threat other sensors in the grid. This scheme has good security. Moreover, even in the same grid, other nodes are not compromised by the captured nodes because it is diffrent to obtain the solution for the elliptic curve discrete logarithm.
The connectivity analysis All those sensors including ordinary snesors and heterogeneous sensors in the same grid can set up their keys and can communicate safely. Moreover, all those heterogeneous sensors in the same concentric ring can establish their keys and all those heterogeneous sensors in the same sector can establish their keys too. So, all heterogeneous sensors can set up their keys directly or through employing other heterogeneous sensors indirectly. It is obvious that all ordinary sensors can establish their keys in the same grid directly or establish their keys not in the same grid indirectly through utilizing those heterogeneous sensors. Therefore, this scheme has good connectivity.
Conclusion
The strategy is obtained through combining a bilinear map and the elliptic curve discrete logarithm after dividing sensing area into many different grids. The scheme has high security and good network connectivity.
